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“What a beautiful and delightful tasting menu of  a book: the kids,
the plump little dog, the Italian husband. Reading this memoir was like wandering 

through a Parisian patisserie in a dream. I absolutely loved it.”

— E L I Z A B E T H  G I L B E R T ,

author of Eat, Pray, Love and Committed: A Love Story
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discuter (discuss): 

Use these questions as a guide when discussing the book: 

1. Eloisa sold the house and the cars, uprooted her family, and travelled all the way to France 
in reaction to a cancer diagnosis (though not a life-threatening one). Have you experienced a 
similar life-changing event? What could you do to experience the same sort of  cathartic 
experience without going to the extreme of  packing up and moving abroad? 

2. Imagine that you decided to sell many of  your belongings and move to a foreign country. 
What would you pack and what would you keep? What would be the pros and cons for your 
children? Would living abroad or divesting your belongings cause you the most anxiety?

3. Domitilla and Anna carried on a months-long battle, only to end up best friends. Eloisa 
speculates that the rapprochement came about because the girls are similarly rambunctious, 
bossy, and funny . . . and because they were both excluded by the “Queen Bee.” Must best 
friends have similarities, in your view? Have you ever formed a friendship with someone 
who you had once believed was your enemy?

4. There are a number of  poignant side-stories in Paris in Love, among them the Romanian homeless 
man and his puppy, the love story of  Florent and Pauline, and the story of  the Camondo family 
during World War II. What was the one story you responded to most strongly? 

5. After bra shopping for herself  and Anna, Eloisa concludes that her year in Paris should be 
declared the “Year of  the Brassiere.” Do you associate specific articles of  clothing with 
happy memories in your life? What garment from your past do you still remember with 
affection—even one as small as the Minnesota hat that bobbles its way through Paris on 
Anna’s head?

6. Many readers adore the love story of  Pauline and Florent. Some two years later, they are 
very happy together and thinking of  starting a family. Do you know of  any love stories that 
originated with such a sweet, romantic gesture as the lemon tart? How about in your own 
life—what’s the most romantic thing that’s ever happened to you?

7. Elizabeth Gilbert, the author of  Eat, Pray, Love, said that she “absolutely loved” Paris in Love. 
Like Eloisa, Gilbert came home transformed by her travels. Why do you think that major 
life changes can impel people to travel? If  you could spend a year anywhere in the world, 
where would you go?



(continued)
 8. Of  course, Eat, Pray, Love was turned into a wonderful movie starring Julia Roberts. If  you 

were in charge of  casting the film version of  Paris in Love, who would you pick to play 
Eloisa? Or Alessandro? (Hint: Alessandro would like to be portrayed by Johnny Depp.)

 9. Anna announces (with a wail) that her parents promised they’d stay in France only one year—
“and it’s been two years at least.” Time seems to move slowly when we’re young…faster as we 
grow older. What do you remember about being eleven-years-old? Were you fi ghting with 
your classmates, happy with your environs, thrown into a new situation?

 10.  Is it possible to fall in love with a place in the same way we fall in love with people? Have 
you ever been to Paris, and if  so, did you fall in love with it (or better yet, fall in love with 
someone while there)? How was your experience different from or similar to Eloisa’s?

 11. Eloisa has a gift for conjuring tiny pictures of  the world, as when she describes (on page 
108) snowflakes that “float sideways, looking fluffy and indecisive, as if  they belong in 
another part of  the world and are falling here by accident.” What’s your favorite 
description in the book?

 12. Paris in Love originated as updates for Eloisa’s friends and fans, posted on Facebook and 
Twitter. In what ways do you think that social media have made the world a smaller, more 
intimate place? Or do you think the opposite is true? 

 13. Eloisa insisted on keeping much of  the book in small paragraphs, so as to keep the feeling 
of  tiny bursts of  experience. Did this format work for you, or would you have preferred a 
more conventional narrative structure? 

 14. The story of  Luca’s sixteenth birthday is arguably the funniest in the book, despite its moments 
of  unhappiness. (As someone once put it, “Comedy is tragedy plus time.”) A lot of  readers say 
they laughed all the way through the piece. Did it remind you of  any stories from your own 
life—mortifying at the time, but afterwards could now be laughed at? 

 15. Eloisa’s friend Rose died during the year that Eloisa lived in Paris. But Eloisa picks up 
Rose’s invitation—“It’s so beautiful here; you must come before you die”—and hands it 
on to her readers. What is “here”? Or, rather, where is “here”? Does Eloisa mean that you 
should travel—or something else?

LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK! 
What did your book club think? Send your feedback (and even a picture)  

to rhpg@randomhouse.com. 

For more information about the book and Eloisa James visit: 
www.ParisInLoveBook.com.

Discuss the book on Facebook.com/EloisaJamesFans

Follow Eloisa on Twitter @EloisaJames 


